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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Air  conditioning  (AC)  systems  are responsible  for  the major  percentage  of  energy  consumption  in build-
ings.  Shared  spaces  constitute  considerable  office  space  area,  in  which  most  office  employees  perform
their  meetings  and  daily  tasks,  and therefore  the  ACs  in these  areas  have  significant  impact  on  the energy
usage  of the  entire  office  building.  The  cost of  this  energy  consumption,  however,  is  not  paid  by the  shared
space  users,  and  the  AC’s  temperature  set-point  is  not  determined  based  on the  users’  preferences.  This
latter factor  is  compounded  by  the  fact  that  different  people  may  have  different  choices  of  temperature
set-points  and  sensitivities  to change  of  temperature.  Therefore,  it is  a challenging  task  to design  an  office
policy  to decide  on a particular  set-point  based  on  such  a diverse  preference  set.  As  a  consequence,  users
are  not  aware  of  the  energy  consumption  in  shared  spaces,  which  may  potentially  increase  the  energy
wastage  and related  cost  of office  buildings.  In  this  context,  this  paper  proposes  an  energy  policy  for  an
office  shared  space  by exploiting  an  established  temperature  control  mechanism.  In  particular,  we choose
meeting  rooms  in an  office  building  as the  test  case  and design  a  policy  according  to  which  each  user  of
the  room  can  give  a preference  on  the temperature  set-point  and is “paid”  for  feeling  discomfort  if  the
set-point  is  not  fixed  according  to  the  given  preference.  On  the  other  hand,  users  who  enjoy  the  thermal
comfort  compensate  the  other  users  of the  room.  Thus,  the  policy  enables  the  users  to be  cognizant  and
responsible  for  the  “payment”  on the  energy  consumption  of the office  space  they are  sharing,  and  at
the  same  time  ensures  that the  users  are  satisfied  either  via  thermal  comfort  or  through  incentives.  The
policy is also  shown  to  be  beneficial  for  building  management.  Through  experiment  based  case  studies,
we  show  the  effectiveness  of  the  proposed  policy.

© 2016  Elsevier  B.V.  All  rights  reserved.

1. Introduction

Air-conditioning (AC) systems are one of the primary sources
of energy consumption, and have a great influence on the overall
energy usage in buildings. For example, it is estimated in [1] that
buildings account for 70% electricity consumption in the United
States and 40% of this consumption is due to the use of ACs [2].
Such massive consumption of energy can potentially increase the
peak demand to the grid as well as significantly raise the cost of
electricity for the building owner. As a result, there has been a con-
siderable push towards designing policies and control algorithms
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that can effectively capture the tradeoff between an AC’s temper-
ature set-point and thermal comfort of users, and then control the
ACs in such a way  that confirms minimum inconvenience to the
users [3].

The recent studies on policy design and control algorithms for
controlling ACs can be divided into three categories. The first cat-
egory includes policies for AC as demonstrated in [4–6]. In [4], the
authors present an intelligent optimisation model for deciding poli-
cies on energy sourcing via a dynamic temperature set point. A
study to identify the potential impact of measures and policies to
reduce the energy consumption of AC in European countries over a
10-year period is conducted in [5]. Based on analysis of hourly elec-
tricity consumption data (smart meter data) from 30,000 customer
accounts in Northern California, suggestions are made in [6] to focus
on ACs’ energy consumption for designing policies and programs
for demand response. A second category of studies mainly focuses
on control strategies to minimize the use and cost of electricity.
For instance, in [7], the authors propose an automatic thermostat
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control system based on the mobility prediction of users in indoor
environments by using contextual information (historical pattern
and route classification) through mobile phones. A combination of
stochastic dynamic programming and rollout techniques is devel-
oped in [8] for controlling ACs and lighting of buildings in order to
minimize the total daily energy cost. The authors demonstrate a
novel methodology of determining the proper chilled piping pres-
sure set point in [9], through which ACs used in high-tech industries
can reduce electricity consumption. In [10], a mixed integer multi-
scale stochastic optimization problem is formulated, and a model
predictive control based heuristic is proposed for scheduling load
of different characteristics including ACs for a home management
system.

Finally, a third category of studies focuses not only on controlling
the energy consumption for reducing cost but also on user comfort
[3] and fault detection of ACs [11]. For example, a statistical process
control technique and a Kalman filtering method are integrated in
[11] for system level fault detection in AC systems. A neural network
based fault detection method is proposed in [12] that improves the
energy efficiency and thermal comfort by removing various faults in
the system. Two other robust and computationally efficient algo-
rithms for fault detection techniques for AC are demonstrated in
[13,14]. These algorithms are based on a non-linear state estimation
technique and a t-statistic approach respectively. Finally, user com-
fort has received paramount importance in a recent energy control
study of AC systems. This attention is due to the fact if the user
comfort is compromised significantly as part of an energy manage-
ment system, consumers will eventually refuse to adopt such an
management scheme [15]. In this regard, energy management tech-
niques for ACs considering the user’s comfort have been developed
in [3,16–26].

As shown from the above discussion, existing studies mainly
focus on controlling ACs at private spaces (e.g., residential homes).
However, ACs in shared spaces, e.g., in office space areas in which
most office employees perform meetings and related activities,
have a significant impact on the energy usage of a commercial
building. Control of AC systems in shared spaces and the design
of associate policies have not received significant attention. This is
mainly due to the diversity of users’ preferences on the temper-
ature set-point that are difficult to handle in deciding a set-point
temperature, and the lack of a pricing mechanism that can engage
users for the payment of electricity they use. In this context, there
is a need to develop solutions that can capture the conflicting inter-
ests or preferences of different users on the choice of temperature
set-point in shared spaces, and can effectively benefit all the users
in a fair fashion either in terms of thermal comfort or monetary
revenue (either real or virtual) without increasing any cost to the
building manager. To this end, this paper proposes a policy that can
be implemented in a shared office space, e.g., meeting rooms, and
can successfully address the above mentioned concerns.

While AC systems combined with user preferences have not
been a focus of recent studies, we note that the control of appli-
ances in shared spaces is not new, and extensive work has been
done to investigate effective control of appliances in office space.
Examples of such studies can be found in [27–30]. However, the
basic difference between our work and these studies is that we
focus on the control of an AC’s set-point temperature, while these
studies discuss the control of lights in shared spaces. Please note
that there exists a number of lights in an office space. Hence, the
change of light intensity of a space is decided by choosing differ-
ent lights and optimally controlling their intensity as well as power
consumption levels. Nonetheless, this paper focuses on AC in meet-
ing rooms where it is considered that each meeting room has one
AC. Therefore, control of the set-point temperature is more diffi-
cult as there is no other AC in the room to satisfy the preferences of
occupants in a different zone of the room. Furthermore, the control

of the AC associates a payment between different occupant, as we
will see in the next section, which is another novel aspect of this
designed policy.

To this end, the energy policy discussed in the paper considers
an office building as the test case, where the design of the pol-
icy considers, on the one hand, each user of a room can provide
a preference on the temperature set-point and is paid for feeling
discomforts if the set-point is not fixed according to the given pref-
erence. On the other hand, users who enjoy the thermal comfort
compensate the other users of the room. Thus, the policy enables
the users to be cognizant and responsible for the payment of the
energy consumption of the office space they are sharing, and at the
same time, ensures that the users are satisfied either via thermal
comfort or through monetary incentives1 (either real or virtual).
The policy is also shown to be beneficial for building manage-
ment. We  understand that predicted mean vote (PMV) is another
aspect that can be exploited to design a policy. Essentially, the PMV
model relies on several comfort related environmental and per-
sonal parameters, such as air temperature, humidity, air speed, the
clothing, and activity levels of occupants, among which air tempera-
ture is mostly easily acquired and controlled in practical situations.
Therefore, we concentrated our study of the policy on temperature.
Nonetheless, we believe that with appropriate modification, the
mechanism-based policy can further be generalized to incorporate
some of the other parameters.

We  run extensive experiments in a shared space environment
of a tertiary education institute with 30 participants who  could
report their preferences on the temperature set-point in real-time
and then obtain the net-benefit in terms of thermal comfort and
payment. The participants were students, researchers, and design
engineers over 21 years old recruited from an academic institu-
tion, including professionals from the staff and research centers. In
each group there was  a diversity in gender, age, and nationality.2

In particular, we choose a meeting room to perform the experi-
ment. Note that a building may  consist of different types of shared
spaces including meeting/conference rooms, business incubators,
team space, work lounges, mail areas, pantry areas, break areas, and
waiting areas, and any of these spaces has the potential to imple-
ment the proposed policy and thus contribute to energy savings for
the buildings. However, meeting rooms are one of the most highly
used areas within an office, and consume a substantial portion of
total electricity of the entire building. In fact, a number of studies
in the literature, such as [32,33], has focused on different tech-
niques for reducing electricity consumption in meeting rooms. As
such, meeting rooms are a reasonable choice for showing the effec-
tiveness of the proposed policy in this study. Through case studies
based on the data from the experiment, we show the effectiveness
of the proposed policy. We  note that the authors in [34] also demon-
strate an AC control mechanism in a shared space that considers
the preferences of the occupants. However, although the baseline
evaluation by taking votes from the participants follows the same
procedure in [34] and the proposed work, our policy substantially
differs from [34] in other aspects as discussed in Table 1.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. A discussion
on the mechanism that provides the foundation for the implemen-
tation of the proposed policy is discussed in Section 2. Policies for
AC temperature control in shared spaces are given in Section 3. We
provide exemplar physical and numerical case studies to show the

1 A potential example of such monetary incentive could be in terms of virtual
company money such as in [31].

2 Please note that since the individual features of the participants were not the
focus of the presented study, such features were not intentionally controlled during
recruitment. Instead, a random sample of participants were chosen across gender,
age, and nationality.
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